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Approaches to studying evolution
… paleontology



… comparative method



… evolution in action



“There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several powers,
having been originally breathed into a few forms or into one;
and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to
the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning endless
forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are
being, evolved.” – Charles Darwin, 1859



Some advantages of E. coli
for experimental evolution

• Ease of propagation, enumeration

• Manipulate, control environments

• Rapid generations, large populations

• Clonal (asexual) reproduction (no 
gene exchange in this experiment)

• Freeze and later revive ancestral, 
intermediate genotypes

• Directly estimate competitive fitness

• Wealth of molecular, cellular data

• Precise genetic manipulation



Time: Forward, Reverse … and Forward Again 

• Forward: Rapid generations allow
us to watch evolution proceed.

• Reverse: Freezing and reviving
cells allow us to travel back in time
and thereby directly compare cells
from different generations.

• Forward again: We can “replay”
evolution from particular points to
test path-dependence, in particular
whether probability of an outcome
of interest depended on certain prior
events or, alternatively, could have
happened at any point in time.



Long-term experiment
• 12 populations, started from same strain.

• Propagated by 1:100 daily transfer in 
minimal medium with limiting glucose.  

• Log2 100 ≈ 6.6 cell generations per day.

• Citrate also present, but diagnostic feature 
of E. coli as a species is it cannot uptake 
citrate in oxic environment.

• Started 1988 – over 53,000 gens. to date.

• Each population has tried many billions of 
mutations (though most are lost to random 
drift or selection).

• Frozen “fossil record” includes ancestors 
and samples from every 500 generations. 



Motivations

• Repeatability of Evolution  

• Will replicate populations evolve to 
same or different adaptive peaks?

• Dynamics of Evolution  

• Is improvement slow and gradual?  Or are there periods of 
rapid change and stasis?

• Integration of Phenotypic and Genetic Evolution

• How tightly coupled are the dynamics of phenotypic and 
genotypic evolution?  



Fitness trajectories

• Short-term:  Step-like 
sweeps of beneficial 
mutations of large effect 
(~10%).

• Long-term: Decelerating 
as population improves.  
(Better fit with log-
transformed time than 
asymptotic model.)

PNAS 1994, and unpublished



Striking repeatability

• Upper right:  Fitness of two 
lines relative to one another.

• Lower left:  Fitness of one 
relative to ancestor.

• Lower right:  Fitness of two 
rescaled as at left.



Changes in gene expression
• Examined genome-wide expression profiles (several thousand

genes) in ancestor and two evolved lines at 20K gens.
• Evolved lines more similar to one another than to their

ancestor, indicating parallel changes.

PNAS 2003



Whole-genome sequencing

• Sequenced complete 
genomes of ancestor 
and clones from 2K, 
5K, 10K, 15K and 
20K gens. from focal 
population.

• The 20K clone has 29 
point mutations, 15 
indels, and 1 inversion 
(45 total). 

Nature 2009



Genome evolution driven by selection?  Or drift?
• (Indirect test) Convergent or Divergent?  Most affected genes 

with parallel changes in some or all replicate populations (see 
below).

• (Direct test)  Beneficial or Not?  Constructed and competed 9 
isogenic strain pairs with single-mutation differences, and in 8 
the evolved gene confers significant advantage. 

• Selection >> Drift



Winners and Losers

• In this same population, genetic differences among 
clones already present at 500 gens. 

• Characterized 4 clones:  two with mutations that 
later fixed in the population – eventual winners 
(EW) – and two without those mutations – the 
eventual losers (EL).

• The EW were more fit than (or at least as fit as) the 
EL, right?

Science 2011



• No!  The losers were more fit than the winners, both relative to 
the ancestor (below) and in direct competition.  

• What happened?
• Null hypothesis:  Winners just got lucky and won the beneficial-

mutation lottery before they went extinct.
• Alternative:  Winners more evolvable, with higher propensity to 

produce big-benefit mutations.



• “I call this experiment ‘replaying life’s tape.’ You press
the rewind button and … go back to any time and place in
the past … Then let the tape run again and see if the
repetition looks at all like the original ... The bad news is
that we can’t possibly perform the experiment.”

• But we can using our frozen, but viable, bacterial fossils.

Stephen Jay Gould, 
1989, Wonderful Life

http://tabla.geo.ucalgary.ca/~macrae/Burgess_Shale/Burgess_walcott.gif�


Marker Divergence Replay Experiments
• Start replays with 1:1 mix of neutrally marked clonal 

variants.  Track ratio of variants over time.

• Beneficial mutations will eventually appear in one or 
both backgrounds.  As mutants rise in frequency, they 
will perturb the ratio of the two marked types.

• Repeat 40 times (10 each for 2 EL and 2 EW).  Run 
each replay for ~900 generations. 

• From the observed perturbations and mathematical 
models (Hegreness et al, 2006, Science), calculate 
“effective” rate and size of beneficial mutations.







• EW access bigger-
benefit mutations.

• Not higher mutation 
rate.



The Tortoise and the Hare

• The EL were more fit, but the EW 

more evolvable.  

• The EL took a mutational step that 

gave it a short-term advantage but 

closed some other routes for later 

improvement.

• That dead-end move allowed the 

EW eventually to pass the EL. Arthur Racham, illustrator



• Across 12 replicate populations, many similar (but not identical) 
mutations leading to parallel phenotypic evolution including:

• Mutations in genes affecting high-level regulatory networks 
affecting global expression profiles

• … many, many details skipped over …
• Improved fitness in glucose-limited environment

Mt. Glucose

Partial summary … before a striking exception



• After 30,000 gens, one population 
evolved ability to use citrate.

• Diagnostic feature of E. coli is it 
cannot transport citrate into cell 
under oxic conditions. 

• An extremely rare mutation?  Or 
historical contingency dependent 
on genetic background?  Test by 
replaying evolution from clones 
frozen along the way.

PNAS 2008



• Zachary looked for mutations 
to Cit+ in Cit– clones sampled 
at various generations from 
population that evolved Cit+. 

• Tested over 40 trillion cells.

• Zero of 10 trillion ancestral 
cells gave Cit+ mutant.

• So, did Zachary get angry?

Zachary Blount
(MSU)

PNAS 2008



• No, Zachary’s experiment was a smashing success!  
• Neither the ancestor nor any early-generation clone produced a 

single Cit+ mutant.  But later clones produced 19 Cit+ mutants. 

• Still an extremely low rate 
of mutation to Cit+ in the 
later clones (ca. 10-12), but 
significant effect of genetic 
background (starting point 
in replays) on potential to 
generate the new function. 

• Using genomic tools to find 
the mutations involved in 
origin of Cit+ `function. 
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• Sequenced 30 genomes.  
• Three clades (sub-lineages) 

coexisted in this population 
for over 10K gens before 
Cit+ emerged in Clade 3.

• Sequenced informative 
sites for clones used in the 
replays. 

• Successful replays from all 
three clades, though more 
often Clade 3 (p < 0.001).  

• We are using this tree to 
find (and then manipulate) 
mutations responsible for 
path-dependent evolution. 



• The rate of genome evolution was surprisingly constant.  In fact, no 
significant deviation from uniform rate of mutation accumulation.

• Such constancy is often taken as signature of neutral (non-adaptive) 
evolution.

Nature 2009



• The rate of genome evolution was remarkably constant for 20,000 gens.
• But between 20K and 30K generations, this lineage became a mutT mutator.  

There were 646 mutations at 40K clone versus only 45 at 20K clone (inset).

• Many of these late mutations were synonymous, and most bore the mutT
signature of A·T→C·G transversions.

 Drift >> Selection for genome evolution under this later regime.

Nature 2009



The rise of mutators and anti-mutators
• Mutator phenotypes evolved in six populations and left conspicuous genomic 

signatures.

• Mutators spread in fast-adapting populations by hitchhiking with beneficial 
mutations, which they produce at a higher (per capita) rate.

• But more mutations are deleterious than beneficial, and thus mutators also 
increase genetic load.

• As the rate of improvement 
declines, the balance between 
adaptation and load-reduction 
might shift, perhaps favoring 
anti-mutators.



• Sequenced multiple clones from 2K, 5K, 10K, 15K, 20K, 30K, and 40K 
generations in same population as before.  

• Low mutation rate through 20K, and clones near or on “line of descent.”

• Frameshift in mutT arose ~26K.  Two persistent lineages by 30K.

• Branch-length differences between lineages suggested mutation rate 
differences.  

• Compensatory change? Yes. In fact, both branches evolved mutations in 
mutY that reduce mutation rate and further modify mutational spectrum.

In prep.
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